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About This Game

You are Miss Bauxmont, the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. With your mother always away on business trips, you find yourself
infatuated with your personal butler. For several years, you have vied for his attention, but to no avail. However, you are now 17

and your mother has plans for you involving a certain suitor who has come into town.

What will your future hold on the chessboard?

---

Estimated Gameplay Time: 45 minutes - 1 hour

FEATURES:
-5 Endings

-Main Character Name Input
-Love Interest (Butler) Name Input

-Full English Voice Over
-Original Soundtrack by Christopher Escalante

CHARACTERS:
_____ Bauxmont - YOU! You are the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. Raised by the servants, you've been very sheltered and

have grown quite fond of Sophie, your personal maid, and your butler.
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_____ the Butler (CV: Bradley Gareth) - Your Love Interest! Your personal butler whom you can't get out of your mind. After
years of vying for his attention with no success, will you ever be able to obtain his love?

Sophie the Maid (CV: Michaela Laws) - Your best friend and personal maid! She is a silly maid who loves to spoil you and
make you happy on top of making sure your fit for royalty. However, with guests, she is very straightforward and polite; almost

a complete 180 switch.

Lady Bauxmont (CV: Hayden Daviau) - Your mother and current holder of the Bauxmont estate. She is strict and businesslike,
not truly caring about love, but about the future. She is harsh with you, but for good reason.

Isaac Newport (CV: Jonah Scott) - A new suitor. He is gentle and fun, but he's not really the type to have romance. He's merely
the type of guy who wants to care for someone like a little sister.
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This is a very well designed game, in means of visuals and sound. The story is simple but the whole atmosphere and ever
increasing difficulty just keeps you engaged for a long time. The story might be simple but the obstacles and extra conditions
that you have to consider for a better score, might make you replay over and over.

If you like well designed original puzzle games, and a fan of space stuff, this title will appease your urges.. I was impressed with
the art style they went for it is gorgeous, the
retro 60's style you'd find in countless posters,books and cartoons.
Though the game itself is very linear , the puzzles you have to complet
one at the time, however the journal gives you multiple clues to
go for but that's just to make it all ''sphaggeti'' you are allways
only chasing one goal.

I had a few instances that I was like.....HUH? when I try to complete
a puzzle and had to look it up because the Logic was really really
awkward.
I think that it's a shame, when point & click adventure game have
puzzles that are un-logic. people will need to look it up and they are
tempted to use the guide for the rest of the game.

Anyway, the voices were recorded well though!
and story wise, meh not my cookie, very strange story
just like the puzzles..
I thought about it because point & click games are one of my favorite
games and I do hope this genre stays.

But since puzzles are mandatory I would have liked to give a
in between rating , but since that's not possible I'm geared
toward no... asset flipper. Indie Game Battle. It's like Smash Bros, except instead of Mario characters taking up 1/8 of the roster,
it's characters from Blob Games Studio's games that take up the 1/8 instead!
This game isn't good. Now, the game looks okay, and the controls are good, but this game has many problems that are pretty
noticable once you play the game. I'll be comparing this game to Indie Assault in this review at times, because they are both
indie fighters based off the same game.
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So, like I mentioned, the game does have some okay graphics. Not the best graphics, but they work. Some characters are more
detailed than others (Dust compared to Ness- I mean Matty) and it makes some moments in the game really clash with
eachother. You could argue the same about some stages in Smash, like Flat Zone (and Game and Watch because of that), but
that's one of the few exceptions. They really go out of their way to make everything fit into the same style.
The game also controls fine, but there have been moments where the shields have gotten stuck, and the AI has been able to hit
me until it breaks as a result, and get a free hit. Though, I haven't replicated this in a while, so they may have taken it out. On the
subject of shields, I discovered that shield + attack does not grab like in Smash Bros. In fact, there are NO grabs from what I've
seen.
Now, the game's physics. They're really floaty and difficult to use at times. Jumping takes you 10 feet in the air, and yet I still
stuggle to recover because 1) The gravity in this game is really, really heavy and you fall like a brick despite the high jumps, and
2) DI in this game seems to be either badly implemented or not put in at all. I've hit the AI with smash attacks way over 100%
damage, and they can recover just fine. However, when they do that to me, It's pretty much a OHKO at that point, since I just
fly off-stage, no DI helping me to reduce knockback and the cement attached to my feet that makes me fall faster than Metal
Mario. Indie Assault had this problem too, and it actually seems to be a thing only Smash can get right. My suggestion is to
make the characters not fall as fast, but also decrease their jump height.
The roster of characters and stages in the game does not help. The developers seem to be going for quantity > quality, approach,
and it shows. Like I mentioned earlier, the character models are okay, not great. The game has more characters than Melee
already, and it's only been out for a little less than two years. While there are exceptions (Dust), others don't have the luck of
being as well modeled (just about anyone not named Dust). Oh, and the game has some very questionable character choices,
with almost the entire first row of characters on the character select being first party, and The Kid from IWBTG in the game for
some reason despite having like one attack in his origin game.
There's also an over-abundance of stages in the game, and a lot of these are not very interesting, forgettable stages as a result.
The second page also has a bunch of placeholder stages that crash the game when selected for some reason. I found that out by
accident. "Special" and "Funny" stages don't need to have their own categories and can be merged with the first two pages.
The game's AI is really poorly coded. The AI is frequently running in place, shielding for no reason, running into walls, and just
constantly breaking. But when it's not buggy it is relentlessly chasing you and spamming attacks over and over. Despite this, I
haven't had it try to gimp or spike me off stage before.
Finally... gimmicks. You don't need gimmicks like the PP or HP meters. Balance special moves out so they can be used without
having a meter to be charged for them, and if I wanted to play Stamina Match, I'd play Stamina Match. You don't need both a
damage counter and HP meter.

Overall, IGB was just not a fun experience. Indie Assault, while having less content, still felt like it had more effort put into it.
Should I be so hard on a game in Early Access? Totally. Early Access is "okay we're kinda ready but not quite," not "We're not
ready but let's put stuff up anyways.". A unique and entertaining platformer. Would recommend with a steam controller.. This
seems like it would be a fun game... If it didn't crash every 5 minutes. I've had to re-do the first part of the game several times
now because apparently it's so unstable that entering a new zone\/fight\/building randomly causes the game to crash and I've got
to reload.

I enjoy this style of RPG, but I can't recommend this game at all simply because of how often it crashes.. Without a doubt one
of the most iconic and rememberable RPG Maker Horror games ever. I remember back in the early 2010's when I first found all
the collection of RPG Maker Horror games on vgperson's site, and how full of awe and wonder I was when playing them for the
first time. The way I felt back then after finishing The Witch's House for the first time was a feeling I've never forgotten, and
this game has always stuck out to me as the best RPG Maker Horror game.

Seeing The Witch's House MV release on steam really was a pleasant surprise. The fact that an "Extra" mode was added in with
new content just makes me all the more happy. I really am happy to see all of the classic RPG Maker Horror games being
remade for steam (Hopefully Ib is next). The $15 price tag does seem a bit too high, but I am still happy to support Fummy for
this great game.. Extremely short, extremely easy. Found it too simple to enjoy. Would not recommend.. They need to add more
maps / themes, and character selection like they had in the early alpha, and there are occasional bugs (like projectiles passing
through walls until the game is restarted). With some solid dev, this has the potential to be as fun as Smash Bros for local MP.
Highly, highly recommend buying this.
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Splatoon meets F-Zero with crossplay. Controls are tight, aesthetic is tight and this game will hopefully continue to scratch my
itch for a new Blur. Highly recommend.

https://youtu.be/Mo7zDpEUUJo. Simply not good. Not like what I saw in the trailer. No menu or options. Hopefully it'll get
updated and I can change the review. wow. Starting out in a full white room and a black hole at the end (cmonBruh) and it is
telling me to walk, but my mouse is just going all over the place and I find out theyve inverted the mouse, and it took me way
longer than I think it should have to find out how to turn it off in the settings, but anyways.. Beginning cutscenes after the
'tutorial' felt long and dragged out, at one point, I thought I was supposed to click or do something, but no, just waiting... Finally
in the game, it feels like I'm playing something on a gameboy but this is a new release in 2018... ok.. whatever. The first stage
(when I finally get to play) is interesting I guess.. not a fully linear set of streets to walk through, but I'm just going around
picking up 'files' and 'memories' and blah blah whatever. I still have no idea whats going on, someone died, and I have a brother
and a dad and a mum? Whats happening? Theres a car that needs parts, I have 2 car parts but they both dont work... finally OH
COMBINE THEM DUUHHHHH, I do that to get to the next stage where theres a sentinel enemy which is actually impossible
to die from unless youre trying, which I ended up doing because I couldn't figure out what to do next. The game said 'these notes
must mean something' and then it says 'move slowly'.... What the hell are you talking about? Theres nothing to input or use
'notes' anywheres, and I don't need to move slowly to avoid the monster. Started 'moving slowly' around the map and then just
offed myself... what is this game... It was actually getting atmospheric besides the bad graphics and clunky movement but when
theres no understandable story with no clear goal in the gameplay it makes it really hard to continue. refunded yikes bye. I was
hoping for something akin to Real Lives but with a bit more involvement. Unfortunately this is just tedious bar balancing with
no substance.. THIS is now my favorite and best game i have EVER played. I totally recommend finishing the entire game. Mini
review tutorial so you can see (and hear) just how good this little gem really is:

https://youtu.be/yPNKalmQWXk

If you need chiptunes and you need them quick, this is a pretty solid option, even if you have little or no experience in music
production. And its cheap as chipstune.. I guess it is best to start this review by stating two things:

1) I have never played visual novels before. Never even thought of them really. Until now they have just been something for
someone else and my time has been better spent with something bett... else. Now you probably ask why on earth am I playing
this, if playing is right word for these, and writing a review for it.

Well...

2)I don't know personally the developers of the game, but they hang out at the same small gaming community as I do and they
posted pretty openly about the creation of Panzer Hearts. I was one of the more active persons to comment the project (got even
mentioned at credits; Lorersho Ozzie from Pelit) but didn't have any real role in the creation. Closest I probably got was when I
commented, after seeing some early artwork and teaser, :"Toivottavasti tulee hyv\u00e4, mutta todenn\u00e4k\u00f6isesti ihan
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665." (Hopefully will be good, but most likely going to be just crap).

Well was I right about that? (Yes yes, I know you already see the thumbs up there, but play along would you).

Like I said I haven't got experience with the genre so I can't really compare this to anything. Only thing I can say for somewhat
certainty is that this is the best story ever about homefront of Nazi Egypt-Germany of WWII. Also likely to be the worst I guess.
Not much competition really on that. While altered history of WWII is not uncommon at all, having the story of game placed at
homefront of war is, while not unique, refreshing. There is little point to tell much details about the plot,since that is pretty
much all VNs tend to have. You follow the story of Bastian, young and naive soldier who gets wounded and is unfit to return to
service. Therefore he starts serving his country as a mechanic and hopes to live up to his father.

The gameplay itself is quite simple. Most of the time you will be just spectator. Story tells you where to go and what to do.
Check for hotspots at screen, see what happens from them. Follow dialogue and choose what to say. Your choices decide the
way that the story will develop and who you will end up getting the romance with. Pretty basic for VN I believe. Technically
game is decent enough. No big bugs and graphics are what you could expect. Honorary mention to the musics, which are great
all through the game and create nice atmosphere. However it is good to mention, that since Panzer Hearts is a small budged
game, there is no voice acting, so hopefully you aren't afraid of reading the plentiful dialogue.
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As a summary? Panzer Hearts is indeed a nice story driven game about war and love from rare viewpoint. I didn't expect to get
as nearly deep into the story as I did. This is mostly because of good writing. I don't know yet how much there is difference
between the storylines but I'd imagine that there is certainly some replay value here. For those who are unfamiliar with VNs
Panzer Hearts is good choice for getting familiar with the genre or just to step out of your comfort zone. And if you are feeling
uncertain about it; there is a demo available so give it a try.
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